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make the following evaluations. Steady discharge
in pure hydrogen with a hot hollbw cathode can be

Abstract obtained at pressure (2...7)'10' 1 Pa and discharge
voltage of U =50...70 V. Specific power

Kaufmam ion source operating with theon source operatg th the tconsumption in the discharge is at the level ofmixture of hydrogen and heavy inert gas (xenon, 0,8...1,2 kW for 1 A ion current should correspond
krypton) has been investigated. Heavy gas has been to electron temperature of 4...7 eV. Under suchfed through a hollow cathode enough to keep a discharge parameters the operating range of iondischarge current at the level necessary to obtain current density of the beam is 0,2...0,6 A/cm2 .
ion hydrogen current in the beam up to 1 A. The Eaboration of ion sources of known design for
investigation of ion velocity spectrun shows the is icated by virtue of very

space application is complicated by virtue of veryprevailed output of molecule hydrogen ions in high middle power density: about 100 /cm2 and
relation to atomic one in the whole range of high heat load on the electrodes of ion-extraction
discharge voltage (40...70 V) and hydrogen flow]. By t rea ksystem (IES) [2]. By this reason known ion
rate (2...6 Aeqv). One did not discover any hydrogen sources operate only in a pulse mode,
noticeable deceleration of hydrogen ions with low that imits the experiment potentiaities. Another
velocity heavy ions at the beam extansion in a peculiarity of existing hydrogen sources in the
vacuun chamber of about 1 m Length. peculiarity of existing hydrogen sources in the

usage of high current thermoemission cathodes in
them, requiting high power consumption and

Introduction possessing low life time of operation that does
not meet the requirements of space experiment as

Among various schemes of active well.
experiments in ionospheric plasma with the usage
of ion beams the idea of the experiment connected In present paper there is suggested a
with the excitation of Long Alfven waves by high scheme of ion hydrogen source with arc hollow
speed ion current arises a great interest. The cathode, operating with heavy inert gas (krypton,
theory of beam interaction with ionospheric plasma xenon). The advantage of such a scheme comes out
predicts the displaying the appropriate effects at from the possibility of keeping the steady
injection ion velocity of no lower than 200km/s discharge in a gaseous mixture at relatively low
(at the orbit height of 300km). If heavy ions were partial hydrogen pressure, when ion hydrogen
used in the experiments such as argon we'll need concentration in tower than the concentration of
the accelerating voltage of more than 10kV. The heavy gas ions. As this takes place, at the
application of ion sources with such operating expense of difference in Bohm current density for
voltages at existing space stations (such as MIR Light and heavy ions mainly light ions will convey
station, Russia) is difficult according to beam current. So, with the usage of xenon and
technical reasons. In this connection there is an hydrogen mixture, Xe* ion concentration, both in
interest towards the elaboration of light gases' the discharge and in the beam, can surpass H*
ion injector, mainly hydrogen, the application of atomic ion concentration by three times, in this
which will let us obtain the demanded exhaust case the current of beam hydrogen component of
velocity at accelerating voltages of about 1000V. ionswill surpass current of xenon ions more than

be three. Under these consideration it also comes
At present, two types of broad aperture out that the ion volume charge in the inter

sources of hydrogen ions are well investigated: electrode IES gap is created mainly by ions ofwithout a magnetic field and with a peripheral heavy gas. It means that to obtain hydrogen beam
magnetic field [1]. Based on known results one can mainly a source of heavy gas ions can be used,
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operating with a gaseous mixture without any formation there is a set of diaphragms 12 and
existing changes in the design both a gas modulator 13. Diaphragms have apertures with the
discharge chamber and an unit of ion extraction help of which a narrow ion beamlet is cut from the
system, coming ion flow. The sizes of apertures are chosen

in such a way that a space charge existing in a
Applying to be used in space experiments beamlet do not influence on the spreading and

it should be noted that the presence of two groups separation of the ion package. Voltage pulses fed
of ions of one energy in the beam but with greatly from an external power supply source periodically
different velocities (ratio of H+  and Xe lock the ion beamlet. In the moment of releasing
velocities >11) can cause the development of the ion beamlet passes onto the registration
Pierce instability with so high inrrement (by system consisting of a set microchannel plates
plasma frequency order) that it should be complete (MCP) 14, high frequency pulse amplifier (HFPA) 15
equalizing ion velocities at the expense of light and oscillograph 16. The registration system forms
component deceleration right in the distance from a pulse from each ion group which is displayed on
the source less that lm [1]. The investigation of the oscillograph screen.
ion velocity spectrum should answer the question
on the compatibility of experiment conditions and Pulses from various ion groups are shifted
theoretical consideration. Spectrum investigation in time which can be determined knowing the time-
is also important to determine the ratio of atomic base duration.
and molecular hydrogen ions in various discharge
modes. Experimental results.

Principle scheme of ion source Discharge volt-ampere characteristics
and mass spectrometer (VAC) in gaseous mixture were studied at various

H2 and Kr flow rates.Figures 2,3 show VAC at flow
Figure 1 shows a principle scheme of ion rate of mH2 =1.5 cm3/s (5,5 Aeqv) and 2 cmf/s

source and mass spectrometer used to analize the (7,7 Aeqv). Krypton flow rate in the cathode
component composition of ion beam. The ion source changed within mkg=(0, 3 ... 0,8)'102 cm3 /s
is modified on the base of Argon ion source ARFA, (35...100 mAeqv). The figure shows discharge
described in (31. The main design elements of the current Id, the current of primary electrons
source are discharge chamber and an ion extraction (current of cathode emission) Ie, ion beam current
system. Inside a cylindrical chamber 1 there is a Ib and ion formation rate Ii in the volume of a
block of a hollow cathode 2 with a pack made of discharge chamber. Electron reproduction
lanthanum hexaboride, cylindrical anode 3 and coefficient in the discharge a=Id/Ie was
collector 4 to feed hydrogen. To increase the 1,25...1,3 in the experiment, that is typical for
ionization efficiency in the discharge a non-self-maintained discharge of low pressure.
divergence magnetic field is applied. It is Value Iild-I , at discharge voltage Ud higher than
created by a magnetic system which consists of two 60V practically appears to be saturated and
pole pieces 5 and 6 connected with cores 7. constitutes about 1 A at M12= 5 ,5 eV and about 2 A
Magnetic coils 8 are mounted on cores. Ion at mH2=7,7 AeV. The effectiveness of ion
extraction system includes emission electrode 9, extraction can be estimated by 1b 1/i parameter. By
accelerating electrode 10 and output electrode 11. figure 2 it is seen that this parameter grows by U
Emission and accelerating electrodes are made of more than by I. For the usage in space experiments
molybdenum strings 0.35 mm in diameter the tension it is important that the component of atomic
of which is kept to be constant taking in to hydrogen H* dominates in the beam. In our
account temperature deformation. The geometry experiment there was investigated the influence of
accuracy of strings location is provided by a discharge parameters on the beam component
special adjusting device. Electrode transparency composition of the beam hydrogen component
for ions is U00,9. Such and ion extraction system Ud=55...100 V,the influence of U on the beam
helps us to firm a band beam with Low divergency. component conposition is not great. In this case
The chamber walls and the emission electrode are IH2 * conponent dominates in the whole range of U
located under cathodic potential. The grounded and DHZ2
outlet ring electrode has a conic form. It
envelops the beam. Coming from [1] it is known that a

relative output of H component can be increased
The application of time-of-flight mass at the expense of partial hydrogen pressure

spectrometer is caused by that, the investigation increase in the discharge. In real designs of ion
of low temperature plasma by such a traditional sources, at the given value of the beam current
method as a probe one is difficult. It is < 1A (that corresponds to the average ion current
connected with the complexity of plasma component density < 13 nA/cm ) it is possible to increase
composition in the given ion source. Time-of- the pressure in a discharge chamber at the same
flight mass spectrometer includes a system of ion flow rate at the virtue of application of ion-
package formation. In the system of ion package extraction system with an accelerating electrode,
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the geometry transparency OFN of which is lower measurement of flight time showed, that velocities
than the geometry transparency OF of emission of ions H; H2+; H3

+ had not become less being far
electrode. In the methodical experiments the from ion extraction system. Thus, there is no
transparency of accelerating electrode was electrostatic influence of volume charge of heavy
simulated by a diaphragm partially by blocking the ions in the beam. That is why, one can hold that
outlet aperture of a discharge chamber. In this in the beam there is no rise of instability,
case ion current 1i was determined as a sum of connected with great difference in velocities.
beam current and ion current, falling down to the
diaphragm. Conclusion

In most experiments a passing aperture in In the experiment there were proved the
the diaphragm had a diameter of 50 um, that main ideas of creation of reativey weak current
corresponds the transparency aFN 0,2...0,25. ion hydrogen source, operating on the mixture of
K, F lFN estimates the constriction degree of heavy inert gas (being fed into the discharge
ion extraction system. In special experiments it through a hoow cathode) and hydrogen.

through a hollow cathode) and hydrogen.
changed withing the range from 1 to 25.

In the range of interest of current change
ith the increase of gas pressure deep of the beam (0,6...1) A the current of molecular

variation of m flow rate one can obtain two ions + +
H2ions surpasses the current of atomic ions Hdischarg modes through a hollow cathode they can by 2..4 times.

be symbolically characterized as "low voltage" and
"high voltage". In spite of the fact, that the current of

heavy ions is -5% from the beam, current geometry
The comparison of discharge parameters byThe rson of dscharge parameters by parameters of IES, providing a good beam focus,two modes is shown in figures 5,6. As we already operating on a gas mixture can be the same as

noted Low dependence of Id on Ud is characteris- during the beam formation of heavy ions. Thus, thetics for a high voltage mode, in this case the change of the source of argon ions ARFA-) ontochange of the source of argon ions (ARFA-I) ontodischarge has an increasing VAC. The discharge is 2  dd nt d d athe mixture Kr+H did not demand any designstable in wide enough range of magnetic field changes.
induction B. Figure 7 for Ud 90...110 V shows the
interconnection of specific energy consumption C1  There were determined discharge modes,
of gas efficiency by hydrogen close to optimum ones, with which gas efficiency
BH2'Ib(/2mP)'. 13-)Z1 (where e/ip - is proton of the source on hydrogen can be 0,5 and higher at
specific charge). Low voltage mode is expressed specific energy consumption in the discharge
enough at MKr=lO0 meqv. At such levels of iKr, -500 W/A.
le value is 4...8 A, white the energy of primary
electrons is 20...30 eV, by 25...30 eV Lower than REFERENCES
at high voltage mode. Certainly itinfluences the
component beam composition. 1.Gabovich M.D., et.al.

Beams of atoms and ions for controlled usion and
Figure 8 shows the influence of aL for industrial application. Energoizdat, Moscow,

factors (first of all gas pressure and energy of f d s t r l apl Energoizdat, Mosco
1986 (Russian).primary electrons) on the component composition of

hydrogen ion group. It is shown in the way of 2.Grigoryan V.G., Obukhov
dependence of relative part. By the virtue of this V.A., and Panasenkov A.A.
fact the development of ion source was conducted In the book: Plasma accelerators and ion
mainly at the parameters characteristic for a high injectors. Nauka, Moscow,1984, p. 154-62.
voltage mode. (Russian).

In conclusion it is necessary to mention 3.Grigoryan V.G., Obukhov
the electrostatic instability connected with the V.A., and Panasenkov A.A.
presence of two groups of ions of the same energy in the book: Plasma accelerators and ion
in the beam but with essentially different masses, injectors. Nauka, Moscow, 1984, p. 163-166.
It was assumed that the deceleration of light (Russian).
component can take place at the expense of the
influence of volune discharge of heavy ions. In 4.Korovkin V.N., Latishev
this experiment the hypothesis was proved. At L.A. , Obukhov V.A., and
first the input entrance of mass spectrometer was Grigoryan V.G.
in the distance of 0,5 m from the outlet Research of ion thrusters in the USSR. AIAA paper
electrode. Up on measuring the flight time of No 91-191, 1991, 11p.
hydrogen ions mass spectrometer was shifted from
the outlet electrode 1 meter more. Repeated
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